The playfulness and distinct character of Boise’s oldest neighborhoods are expressed in lively public art that speaks to open space, idyllic childhood, native symbolism and our agrarian heritage. Find these ten, then come back for more!

1. **Aero Agoseris, 2008, Mark Baltes**  
   FOOTHILLS LEARNING CENTER, 3188 SUNSET PEAK RD. | Inspired steel sculpture of the native Mountain Dandelion, its seeds taking flight.

2. **Cat’s Face Revival, 2011, Reham Aarti**  
   FOOTHILLS LEARNING CENTER, 3188 SUNSET PEAK RD. | A burnt log springs to life with mosaic animals and flowers of the foothills.

3. **Kith & Kin, 2019, Troy Passey**  
   JAMES CASTLE HOUSE, 5015 EUGENE ST. | These steel and concrete sculptures bring to life American artist James Castle’s iconic drawings of columnar forms which are often inspired by buildings, trees, and other common objects.

4. **Foothills Mural, 2006, Ward Hooper**  
   FOOTHILLS LEARNING CENTER, 3188 SUNSET PEAK RD. | Center visitors are immediately captivated by this vivid, finely wrought mural celebrating Boise’s wildlife and natural environment.

5. **History in Motion, 2003, Mark Statz**  
   CATALPA PARK, 4516 W. CATALPA DR., BOISE, ID 83703 | This steel, stone and found-object sculpture represents the trajectory of a bouncing ball.

6. **Hillside Park Mural & Scoreboards, 2005, Grant Olsen**  
   HILLSIDE PARK, 3336 W. HILL RD. | Pictograms of baseball players hitting, catching and throwing celebrate athletic motion and the game.

7. **Water Chute, 2016, Dirk Anderson**  
   N. WHITETRATOR BLVD., ROUNDABOUT AT W. STEWART AVE. | Scrolls of cast aluminum pay homage to the wave, welcoming visitors to Boise’s Whitewater Park.

8. **Brain Candy: Little Free Library, 2015, Ruth Fritz and Ken McCall**  
   ROOSEVELT MARKET, 311 N. ELM AVE. | This tiny library masquerades as a larger-than-life Tootsie Roll, touting FREE (Brain) CANDY to passers by.

9. **Museum & Farm of Ideas, 2008, Stephanie Bacon**  
   LIBRARY! @COLLISTER, 4724 W. STATE ST. | Seek out the literary references in the murals and architectural accents throughout the entire library.

- **Traffic Box Art Wraps**  

Visit us online to view Boise’s full art collection. This guide features selected artworks in the North, East & West Ends of Boise.